
I am sleeping in a room when a naked guy wakes me up complaining that I took his blanket. I then stand up to apologize and find that he has been building an amazing toy house with my youngest son. His wife is also there and they will have to leave soon although their small  car is broken.

I am walking down the staircase leading to the courtyard in the middle of a compound. My sister is actually on the first floor and I notice that she has a pony tale. My mother is also on the opposite side and she also has a pony tale but her hairs in front are much cooler as a diva from the past.

I am in a farm and ask the lady there to sell me some apricot jam. I then follow her in the kitchen and she gives me a container with cooked apricots. One of them has still the stone inside and I remove it making space for more apricots. The lady then puts a few more until it gets really full.

I am in an apartment talking to my old Greek gay friend. I need to get changed and just leave him in a room and keep on talking to him about an American school I am trying to attend. He anyway comes in the room where I am putting my pants on and starts talking about a Brazilian school.

I am at a theater with other young directors when a senior director calls me on stage. She accuses me of having said that her family is rich and tells me to get in my underwear. I do so even though it is very dirty and she takes my balls with one hand and lift me in the air making me fly around.

I am in a building when an old man ask her daughter if she needs her credit card back. She says she doesn't and he leaves but soon after she has to go to the bathroom and the card is needed. As I try to help her more young people come in with the teacher saying that it is now winter outside.

I am walking with a gay guy across a big restaurant. In the middle there is a long table with already some people seated. They have kept two places for us and we seat even though we already ate. The waiter come with our food but we tell him we are not going to eat it and he leaves quite angry.

I am in a shop and buy the optic of an old camera to put it on a new digital camera. I then try to ask the owner on which models I should use it but he is very vague and in the meantime a student starts to photograph me very close. I want to see the pictures she took but she is way too invasive.

I am on the ground floor of an apartment and walk to the kitchen singing a song that suddenly popped up in my head after a long time. It is really beautiful and I keep on singing while seating at the table waiting for my youngest brother-in-law to serve me a lasagna he is cooking on a pan.

I am walking with two twin girls in a path. One of them gets close to me but then the paths splits in two and ends underwater. We get all soaked and realize that we are just in the rows of a cinema. As we go out I realize my step cousin is dating the other twin but he is too busy with his work.

I am at a small supermarket thinking that I will have to help my sister tomorrow moving to a new place. I then feel obliged to buy her a present and check in the fruit section for some berries. There is only a small fridge with a tiny box of blueberries. There is also a bigger box but only for grapes.

I am in a room with two gay guys. One of them is black and the other is white and does all the talking. He is holding a cone made of white rice and as he speak more and more about the past he uses a knife to go more inside the cone. He then tells me how they both gave up all their friendships.

I am in a small living room inspecting the floor. I should paint it of the same color but I look behind the furniture and see that in some parts there is a wooden floor just put on top of the old floor and in some other parts the old floor has been removed and the new one is too nice to be painted. 

I am inside a villa looking out in the surrounding park. I hear my wife talking about me and see her dragging my daughter on the main path outside. I then tr to reach them but the villa is big and have to cross an oval room with glass walls where the people living on the top floors can see me.

I am on a cliff with my youngest son washing our car box. There are actually some loud Germans approaching from above and at first I just don't mind but then hear that one of them is drunk. There is a fence between us but I still find it quite unsafe to be there and just lift the box down.

I am sleeping in a tent at a gas station. Outside there is a lady guarding with a bazooka but I see that she suddenly puts it down. I then ask her what is going on and she tells me that at midnight is quite dangerous but now is much later and there are usually no crimes even though it still dark.

I am in an elevator with a student and I notice that the print he is carrying shows one of my works. He is very excited about it but as he starts explaining it I realize that it is a different work involving his classmates who have to draw pixels and make a large composition together for a t-shirt.

I am in a small American village and stop at the house of a lady who rents a forklift. I then ring the bell and tell her that I would need it for the day. She then gets in to get out but then I realize I don't actually need it and just keep on walking out of town without giving her any explanations.

I am seating in front of a church looking at a guy fixing an old jeep. My sister is also there and I ask her how she can like an old friend. The latter is behind her and I just pretend I was talking about someone else. He is a good graphic designer and I just ask him where he has his exhibitions.

I am on a very rocky side of a mountain seating next to a path and notice that just in front of me there is a stream of water getting bigger and bigger. A group of American walk past me and I hurry up to go in front of them so that the stream does not overflow over the path and drawn us all. 

I am walking on a beach and reach a bay with green grass. It is a resort for rich people with several women seating around doing a beauty treatment. I think I have already photograph them once but either way get closer and try to zoom on one of the women but she immediately catches me.

I am at a station and try to go up to the floor where my bus is leaving climbing some long tiles on a wall. A guy just tells me to use the elevator instead but I reach the wrong floor and to go down again I have to fill an on-line form. I do so on a tablet but there are a lot of advertisements.

I am in a big swimming pool with my best friend looking after the kids. He tells me that I can bade with them and I search for my stuff in the changing room. As I look for it my friend asks where I put the shoes he gave me as a Christmas present but I cannot even remember what they look like. 

I am on top of my dead grandmother's villa looking at a lot of workers renovating it. I am actually hanging from the sculpture of a saint with the same last name as my youngest son. The father of the new owner comes and I ask him permission to climb down. He agrees and tell him who I am.

I am seating below the altar of an old church with a girl and she gets some licorice out of her pierce. They actually smell like a very nice perfume and I come closer to her pierce to see whether she has something else in it. I cannot find any perfume and conclude that the licorice smells like that. 

I am biking on a road with my girlfriend who also has a racing bike and is carrying both our children. My handle is too short and as I try to fix it we reach a pound where a giant frog is swimming. There is also a cat walking underwater and our daughter falls in trying to get close to caress him.

I am in the attic of our Dutch house testing an angle grinder. I actually need it to cut a piece of wood that has an iron bar inside. As I think of what disc to use for it the grinder starts by itself and get a bit inside the wood but the battery is too low and in the end it stops working and is stuck.

I am sleeping in the little room of my parents' old house when I wake noticing a green light. As it gets light also outside an Italian artist friend comes in. He talks about some cash I promised him but I realize he just wants me to give him a lot of money promising he will give them back shortly.

I am driving with my wife on a road to a small sea town. It is nearby but the road takes us on a highway going inland. We then decide to stop at a restaurant but soon we reach a golden arch where some Chinese people are getting paid to let people through. I then realize we can only go on foot.

I am walking with a young couple up a mountain but reach a powerful stream. We have to make it to the other side and I figure out a way to do so. I then help the couple across and we reach the top from where we can see a valley. We expected some high peaks and I can see them further away.

I am in the canteen of a hostel trying to relax when an American girl comes seating next to me. I want to be left in peace but she starts bothering me about her journey and gets even closer. As she gets way too close my wife's best friend comes in all soaked and I realize she has been in trouble.

I am walking with a friend on a road when an artist invites us to look at his studio. We then check some silver paintings and I find them extremely banal but then he explains that there are some stickers hidden underneath. Each of them belongs to a year before the turn of the new century.

I am in a museum checking out a big aquarium. It contains some small green plants and I realize that they are animated and can walk like humans. Behind them is a giant octopus and next to it is its smaller son. As I cannot tell them apart from one another I try to move to a different angle.

I am in an art school and take a seat on a long table arranged as Jesus last supper. A girl comes seating next to me and gets all naked to show me what happens when girls like her use to much the spinning wheel. Her legs are filled with red dots and I realize that it must have been the needle.

I am seating on a bench at an opening when a famous old artist approaches with the stick. Some young people recognizes him and one of them mention his name. I then realize he is my Moroccan classmate and I tell him who I am. He also recognizes me and we start hugging and crying.

I am at my wife's aunt place getting ready to go to work. She is also going out but tells that my beard is very dirty. I actually wanted to go to the bathroom anyway but she takes me to a smaller bathroom under the staircase. I then go in and notice in the mirror a few white crumbs on my beard.

I am following an old guide up a forest and get on top of a small promontory. Underneath us is a olive tree garden and I reach it to film the landscape but some young people walks in front of me to reach their homes. I then just photograph their mothers waiting for them on the balconies. 

I am in a the living room of our Dutch house with another student. We have to finish a homework together but she erases the formula from the white board. We then have no way to finish it and I search in my bag for a book but only find a knife and an old big coin I could give to my daughter.

I am at a gas station with some friends and pay to get some computerized driving lessons. Our friend then starts driving but he doesn't follow the instructions and goes way to fast. We reach an abandoned military camp and get out to find that all the artillery there is just built of cement.

I am standing next to a swimming pool where a lady with a nice ass is training. She is my wife and just got offered a work in the French capital. The people who made the offer are standing on the other side of the pool and I wait for her to come back to tell her to reply to them she wants the job.

I am in a restaurant with some friends. It is actually in the middle of a mall and our apartments are right above it. The waitresses start to close it down all around us and I realize that it is only a dinner for those who live there. They have very little food and we decide to go to the supermarket.

I am walking up a country road talking to an Arab guy who is impressed about how well my wife and I are handling our economy. She is actually supposed to pick me up and I reach an empty square where to wait for her. I remember there were some bushes with berries there but they are gone.

I am on a bus going through a fancy part of town. I am actually invited by a rich family there and I press the button to get out but there is no stop and I start talking to an old Mexican classmate who is traveling to an African country and will be sending her kid to his German grandparents.

I am in the lobby of an hotel when my Italian architect joins me. He just got out of bed even though it is already late in the afternoon. He then explains that he only once woke up early when he was traveling with a van and the police was chasing him but he otherwise always sleeps very long.

I am in a kitchen checking the door an Italian carpenter has just painted. He has been busy for a very long time and I waited for him to do a good job but it looks very lousy. The door was brown and he painted over with white but I can still see underneath it. Also the type of colour is wrong.

I am with my kids in an apartment at night and decide to finish watching a movie. It is divided in three parts and we already watched the first one. I then jump to the second one but it starts with an erotic scene and I just stop the movie and look for another one to play that is for children.

I am at a fair where the son of a well off architect is presenting his work. He built a model using the triangular pillows of a red sofa and I really don't understand why he did that. As the fair is about to close he starts putting all the pillows away and I realize that the fit perfectly with one another.

I am rollerskating in a highway. There are also other skater and in front of us there is a tunnel covered by curtains. As it is my turn to enter I move the curtain to the side and it actually rolls up. A strong wind then blows behind our backs and pushes us forward. I don't have to skate anymore.

I am with my youngest son walking on a French coast. There is a cliff ahead and I want to reach it to see if there is a village with cheap houses. We then reach a red bridge as we are about to walk up a staircase my son starts crying that he is hungry but I suffer vertigo and I am afraid to stop.

I am at my project museum in the mountains when I hear a tractor. My tractor is in the way and I go up to move it but then realize that my sister who never drove a tractor is backing it up for me. The other tractor arrives and I greet the driver but he doesn't greet back and I run after him.

I am in the attic of our Dutch house looking for a glue under the desk. While I keep searching for it behind me a clown starts to dance wildly. I then go out from one side and do find the glue but don't dare to fix my youngest son's toy as the clown could come against me and break it again.

I am at a fair meeting a Japanese dancer with her director when I see an old friend behind them. We hug ad I follow him to another friend who wants to go somewhere else to celebrate with a bottle of wine. I keep on following them through the fair and then up a ladder that goes up and down.

I am watching a TV program with a comedian who tells about his most successful movies. In one of them he played the blind man but the he shows it and he is actually a small but happy cricket. As the camera zooms out it shows that he standing in the middle of the legs of a beautiful woman. 

I am at a copy shop checking out the machines they have and waiting to be served when a man comes in to ask for a bra. He then realizes it is the wrong shop but the guy working there has bras of all sizes. They are all green and he goes to pick them in the back of the shop where is messy.

I am digging the foundation of a cathedral on top of a hill. As I keep on I realize that I have reached a perfectly flat terrain at the bottom. It is aligned to the rest of the plain and conclude that the hill is artificial and the terrain on top has only been added. I then don't know how to proceed.

I am in our mountain apartment with a storm outside. My wife is working in the living room and I can see some trees outside filled with plumbs. I then go out despite the wind but find that our neighobour is leveling all the stones in the garden and using metal pipes to grow new fruit trees.

I am at a restaurant with my old friends when they show some girls on a mobile phone. One of them is really impressed about me but I don't care and just give the phone back to my best friend. As we go back to eat the girl comes to seat next to me and tells me that we already met once.

I am in my parents old house keeping in my small bedroom when I suddenly remember about two names. They belong to two families we used to hang out with but I cannot visualize them. I then walk in my mother's bedroom to ask her about her but she is reading naked in bed and I walk out.

I am in a city and see a professor from my old university. I then approach him and we discuss about a baroque church in front of us. We get in and find my spiritual friend showing my drawings while playing an African drum. I also seat and start pulling the strings of a grate for a better effect.  

I am in an apartment with the journalist mother of a dead friend. She is about to broadcast the national news but only a have a paper with her. There were adhesives on it but they are all removed and she has nothing to read. She then improvises but she is really bad and only shows a video.

I am on a ridge walking down and looking at the beautiful valley on my left. There is also the brother of a friend and together we find another ridge on the opposite side with a cave. We start walking in but end up in a Buddhist monastery. A monk shows us how to continue but it is too narrow. 

I am in a prison talking to a black guy. He tells me that when he was put in solitary confinement he had only a cup of water to wash himself with. I then go in the toilette to see how that may feel and just take a quick pee and then try to see how long it would take me to wash myself with a cup.

I am in a room with a father bragging about how many expensive things he buys to his kids. He even starts singing a song about it and I sing a dirty song with the same tune but then he asks me to look after his kids and I have no ideas who they are among other kids looking exactly the same.

I am at a big reception and go seat at the first round table with some American researchers. One of them notice a water bottle coming from my country a complaints that we should have local water instead. There is another kind but I read on the label that it is made near my native highland.

I am in a cafe seating with my girlfriend on the other side of the small table. A fat guy is also seating next to her and gets closer and closer. I then stand up and manage to lift him and throw him on another bench where his girlfriend is seating. He is actually the leader of a group of gypsies.

I am walking with an heavy suitcase on an empty road going up a residential area. I actually need to make it to the city center and go back to another road that goes straight to it. I first consider taking a bus but then slowly see that the buildings get older and that I should be close to the center.

I am watching a movie about a woman that is going back home after work. She is dressing a silver suite and her employer follows her to ask where she lives. As she answers a guy wrapped in plastic throws her on the ground and she brought in an apartment where the employer will abuse her.

I am walking behind a big mall having fun sliding on the glass floor when I reach a big square. There is a piano in the middle and I seat down to listen to a Japanese tourist playing it. He is actually a rock star and gets quite mad playing one of his songs. A lot of people gets around him to listen.

I am going down a pyramid I have built but then follow other people going back up. I manage to pass them and from the top start running down a forest where a competition is taking place. I am the fastest and get in front of everyone managing not to fall despite all the roots and the rocks.

I am in an apartment with the son of my mountain village neighbour. A long carpet going through the living room is quite rot and I convince him to remove it. I then start rolling it up but realize that also the wooden floor underneath it is quite damaged and needs to be replaced with a new one.

I am in a prison with a lot of naked black people. They are all standing as they handcuffed with a chain coming down the ceiling. On one side of the prison they can seat on a grating when they are tired but on the other side there is no grating. They are all in good shape and are getting stronger.

I am walking in my native town looking for a place where to buy a piece of meat I have written down in my grocery list. I find a shop I used to go to when I was little and go in hoping no one will recognize me. As I look back at my list for the kind of meat I need to buy I realize that it was a peach.

I am climbing up the edge of a mountain and notice a fortified city below. It is very beautiful and meet other people that are taking pictures of it. I just want to walk pass them and they move to one side but a young girl moves on the precipice side and I pass hoping nothing will happen to her.

I am in a war museum with still a fake soldier standing as a sentry. Inside there are more war memorabilia but as I walk into other rooms there are beautiful rocks and even holograms. One is a curtain and I manage to walk through it and get into another room dedicated to an old actress.

I am in a car reading the magazines I got from a real estate. The first two only shows a very boring new apartment in a very residential place but the last is about a very isolated property on a promontory. I then drive to it but soon realize that the lake in front of it is dried out due to a drought.

I am working on the top floor of my project museum with an Italian artist friend. He is actually working in the middle with other guy and I work on one edge and realize that some beams are missing. I then ask him to help me and fetch a beam so that the structure doesn't fall but he is too busy.

I am at an art fair and welcome a journalist who came to visit me. He also brought his black wife along and I bring them on the roof where I realize we are on an old church. There is nice music and a performer goes around with his skateboard splashing people with ketchup as if it was blood.    

I am in the garden of our Dutch house and see in the road at the end a man walking with his small son in his arms. They also have a pit bull dog unleashed and I lock myself in a shed not to be attacked but the dog starts pushing the door open from underneath and manages to get inside.

I am walking in a city after a flood and help an old lady to get up to her house. She is supposed to babysit my children but I realize that she is way too poor and even offers me the last food she has. I decide not to give her any burden and prepare to leave even though I am sure she will die.

I am in a tent with my girlfriend and my mountain neighbour gay nephew. It is time to eat breakfast but they both keep laying in bed. I then arrange some dishes outside next to my big installation but realize that there are jeeps and tractors driving up the road. Some of them are driving down.

I am in the kitchen of our Dutch house warming up some tea when I suddenly see a person standing outside in the dark. It is actually my dead grandmother and I get very scared. I then let her inside and she tells me that she has forgot the keys to her apartment and just waited for me to open.

I am walking outside a city and find an old unsafe house next to a lane of trees. The man living there has become a Muslim and is now praying in the terrace. Another guy tells me that he is in fact the city major and he is intelligent but I don't understand how he can live in these conditions.

I am walking with my children around the inner courtyard of a newly renovated monastery. It is empty but in one of the corners there is a door and I can hear a famous politicians giving a speech outside. She is part of the right wing but I anyway take my children in my arms to listen to her.

I am in a big park with my youngest son when someone starts shooting small balls at us. I then tell my son to move behind me and we slowly starts walking backward but the shooter gets closer and we spot him in a playground. He then shows us his weapons and we even find the balls for sale.

I am in the bathroom of our Dutch house cutting my nails. My daughter is actually my mother and she tells me that my time has come. She then transforms into a small wolf and tries to bite me. I manage to keep her away and go to the dining room to tell about her to some local friends.

I am in an Austrian village with some locals who tells me to meet up for a party at a house high up on a hill. It is almost time to do so and I start walking there but the woman leaving in that house runs out naked and all the female guests tries to chase her and bring her back to the house.

I am on an island queuing with a friend to get on a ferry. There are a lot of people ahead of us and I show him how we can make our way through them. We then get first on the boat and soon reach the inland but have to swim through a gate with barbwire. My friend manages but I get trapped.

I am in the basement of a house and find a small corner with a sofa and a television. I turn it on but there is a commercial just showing a skyscraper. I cannot watch any other channels and I then try to press on the windows of the skyscraper to at least watch what is going on in each room. 

I am on the top floor of a villa in a bedroom with the view to the street. M daughter actually comes in from swimming classes that she is all wet ad cold. As I start drying her up I hear our Greek friend who was supposed to take care of her but has only focused on her daughter and her friends.

I am driving to my old work thinking I am on time but everyone is already there busy with a new project. I then start to follow a colleague but he tells me that a sofa was delivered for me in the parking lot. I haven't seen it and call the company but my boss gets angry saying I lost my focus.

I am in the terrace of the cafe dressing up like a waiter. There are also two waitresses and we all have nothing to do with no costumers showing up. I am growing more and more impatient and in the end notice that there are spots of pee all over the toilette. I then decide to clean them all up.

I am in a villa with my family and my wife shows our kids how the door to the garden opens. It looks like a normal door but it actually slides on each side. She purposely bought the villa because the door is big enough for both me and her pass together time when we walk back to the kitchen.

I am walking in a forest with my brother-in-law and he tells me that he wants to buy land without trees. As I am about to tell him that I can fall the trees for him he sees an animal on our right. It is something between a boar and a bear and but it is fluffy and my brother-in-law tries to hug him.

I am in my mountain village looking with my neighbours and one of them using a very long chainsaw to cut trees. He is making a very nasty sound and his brother-in-law tells him that he ought to be more agile when using the blade. I believe it is just too heavy but we see him getting faster.

I am in a garage with a lady who is showing me her Japanese van. It is very handy but she doesn't want it anymore. I then ask the mileage and it is very little. I would prefer a car like hers that is much higher than my new Swedish car and propose her to swap. She doesn't even consider it.

I am in the basement of my parents' old house when I find that the ceiling is dripping. As I look up I notice that there is no longer any cement between the bricks. I then go to the next room and through a glass door see that there is no gutter on the roof and the water falls right on the basement.

I am going inside an old factory where they used to produce the first electric cars. It is now a supermarket and there is already my grocery to pick at a cashier. A guy slides it towards me but I find that the fruit is all rot. I then ask him for a small bag even though I know I might have to buy it.

I am hanging on a building instructing my kids how to walk along a balcony. They take their time and manage to complete one but I realize that there are no more balconies to keep up. I then wait with them outside until a lady from the inside sees us. We pretend to have been her night guests.

I am in the field in front of my mountain museum digging when I see a car driving up to the hunting ground. Two young boys walk through the forest to start looking at the museum and I just try to find something we could do together. One of them grabs a dead tree and I help him to move it.

I am in a canteen talking to some American students and realize that one of them attended my high school. The swim team will have to do a national exam as we did many years ago. I then remind him of all our team mates and he pulls out a year book that turns out to be of another year.


